REMAN TRANSMISSIONS
BY WELLER

Prevost has partnered with Weller to offer the premium in quality B500/R remanufactured transmissions in the US.

Weller is an Allison authorized rebuilder with highly trained technicians using only genuine Allison replacement parts. You will get quality and dependability at a price you can afford.

19701932D  B500
19701933D  B500R
19701934D  B500 GEN IV
19701935D  B500R GEN IV

The Weller Advantage:

• Built to serial number specs with all Allison updates
• 100% Genuine Allison parts
• 100% dyno tested to simulate real world applications
• Nationwide distribution and support network
• 2yr/unlimited mileage warranty on parts and labor
• Same day shipping, 1 – 2 day delivery typical

Contact Prevost Parts Customer Service at 1.800.621.5519 to put your coach back on the highway with The Weller Advantage.

Prevost pays freight for both inbound and core return in the continental US

ALL CORES MUST BE RETURNED COMPLETE AND "LIKE FOR LIKE"
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PARTS CUSTOMER SERVICE CANADA P 800-463-8876 F 800-939-0133 UNITED STATES P 800-621-5519 F 877-999-8809 WWW.PREVOSTCAR.COM
SERVICE CENTER LOCATIONS CANADA ALBERTA 780-792-9526 BRITISH COLUMBIA 604-940-3306 ONTARIO 905-738-0881 QUEBEC 866-870-2046
UNITED STATES CALIFORNIA 800-421-9958 FLORIDA 800-874-7740 NEW JERSEY 800-223-0830 TENNESSEE 877-299-8881
TEXAS - Dallas 866-773-8678 TEXAS - Houston 877-602-0273